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Seasonality of mortality under climate change: 
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Summary
Background Climate change can directly impact temperature-related excess deaths and might subsequently change 
the seasonal variation in mortality. In this study, we aimed to provide a systematic and comprehensive assessment of 
potential future changes in the seasonal variation, or seasonality, of mortality across different climate zones.

Methods In this modelling study, we collected daily time series of mean temperature and mortality (all causes or non-
external causes only) via the Multi-Country Multi-City Collaborative (MCC) Research Network. These data were 
collected during overlapping periods, spanning from Jan 1, 1969 to Dec 31, 2020. We projected daily mortality from 
Jan 1, 2000 to Dec 31, 2099, under four climate change scenarios corresponding to increasing emissions (Shared 
Socioeconomic Pathways [SSP] scenarios SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0, and SSP5-8.5). We compared the seasonality 
in projected mortality between decades by its shape, timings (the day-of-year) of minimum (trough) and maximum 
(peak) mortality, and sizes (peak-to-trough ratio and attributable fraction). Attributable fraction was used to measure 
the burden of seasonality of mortality. The results were summarised by climate zones.

Findings The MCC dataset included 126 809 537 deaths from 707 locations within 43 countries or areas. After excluding 
the only two polar locations (both high-altitude locations in Peru) from climatic zone assessments, we analysed 
126 766 164 deaths in 705 locations aggregated in four climate zones (tropical, arid, temperate, and continental). From 
the 2000s to the 2090s, our projections showed an increase in mortality during the warm seasons and a decrease in 
mortality during the cold seasons, albeit with mortality remaining high during the cold seasons, under all four SSP 
scenarios in the arid, temperate, and continental zones. The magnitude of this changing pattern was more pronounced 
under the high-emission scenarios (SSP3-7.0 and SSP5-8.5), substantially altering the shape of seasonality of mortality 
and, under the highest emission scenario (SSP5-8.5), shifting the mortality peak from cold seasons to warm seasons 
in arid, temperate, and continental zones, and increasing the size of seasonality in all zones except the arid zone by 
the end of the century. In the 2090s compared with the 2000s, the change in peak-to-trough ratio (relative scale) 
ranged from 0·96 to 1·11, and the change in attributable fraction ranged from 0·002% to 0·06% under the 
SSP5-8.5 (highest emission) scenario.

Interpretation A warming climate can substantially change the seasonality of mortality in the future. Our projections 
suggest that health-care systems should consider preparing for a potentially increased demand during warm seasons 
and sustained high demand during cold seasons, particularly in regions characterised by arid, temperate, and 
continental climates.
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Introduction
The seasonal variation, or pattern, in mortality (hereafter 
referred to as seasonality of mortality) is a well documented 
phenomenon, usually exhibiting a sinusoidal shape with 
higher mortality in cold seasons than in warm seasons. 
Although several risk factors can contribute to this 
seasonality, temperature has been identified as a key driver, 
especially in temperate and continental climate zones.1

Both low and high temperatures can increase mortality 
risk.2,3 With the warming climate, mortality due to cold is 

projected to decrease, whereas heat-related mortality is 
expected to increase in most areas.4 Thus, it is crucial to 
gather evidence on whether the warming climate will 
alter the seasonality of mortality and, if so, to what extent. 
However, to date, very few studies have explored this 
topic. We are aware of only one study5 in which the 
authors projected maximum monthly mortality 
progressively shifting from winter to summer under 
climate change scenarios in Europe. A systematic and 
comprehensive global scale assessment is needed to 
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understand the impact of a warming climate on 
seasonality across different climate zones. Questions 
also remain on whether climate change will impact the 
size of seasonality, and if so, to what extent. Investigation 
of this topic is crucial for the development of climate 
change-informed public health policies; for example, 
policies on the allocation of health-care resources in 
different seasons in the future.

In this study, we project the impact of climate change 
on seasonality of mortality on a global scale, covering 
four climate zones. Specifically, we examined the changes 
in seasonality of mortality between the present and 
future by comparing its shape (ie, rise and fall in 
mortality throughout the year), timings (the day-of-year 
of the peak and trough), and size (ie, amplitude and 
impact).

Methods
Data collection
We collected daily time series of observed mean 
temperature and mortality from either all causes or, 
when those data were not available, non-external causes 
only (International Classification of Diseases [ICD]: 
codes A00–R99 for the ICD 10th Revision, and codes 
001–799 for the ICD 9th Revision), via the Multi -Country 
Multi -City (MCC) Collaborative Research Network. The 
data covers 707 locations (ie, cities, provinces, prefectures, 
or regions) across 43 countries or areas in largely 
overlapping periods from Jan 1, 1969, to Dec 31, 2020, 

with varying periods of 2 years to 50 years in length. The 
study locations were characterised by five Köppen–Geiger 
climate zones: arid, continental, polar, temperate, and 
tropical zones.6

We obtained modelled data on daily mean temperature 
from Jan 1, 1969 to Dec 31, 2099, under the Shared 
Socioeconomic Pathway (SSP) scenarios within Phase 6 
of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project.7,8 We 
selected four emission scenarios (SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, 
SSP3-7.0, and SSP5-8.5), corresponding to different 
socioeconomic development pathways and increasing 
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. These four 
scenarios describe a range of changes in climate, from 
mild (SSP1-2.6) to extreme (SSP5-8.5). Specifically, 
SSP1-2.6 prioritises sustainability with aggressive emis-
sions reduction, SSP2-4.5 takes a moderate approach 
to addressing climate change, SSP3-7.0 emphasises 
economic growth with less environmental focus, and 
SSP5-8.5 prioritises economic growth with minimal 
emission control.7 The data under each scenario includes 
five simulated sets of data from five general circulation 
models (GCMs) from the database of the Inter-Sectoral 
Impact Model Inter comparison Project,9 in which the 
data are bias-corrected and downscaled to 0∧5° × 0∧5° 
spatial resolution for each GCM.10 We extracted the 
modelled data for each MCC location by linking each 
location’s GPS coordinates with the corresponding GCM 
grid cell from the simulations in 1969–2099. To preserve 
the trend and variability of the original data in the 
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Research in context

Evidence before this study
The seasonality of mortality is a well documented phenomenon, 
typically characterised by higher mortality in cold seasons than in 
warm seasons. Temperature is a key factor contributing to this 
seasonal variation. With global warming, there is an ongoing 
discussion about if and how the increasing temperature will 
impact the seasonality of mortality in the future. We did a search 
on PubMed, Scopus, and Google Scholar to identify original 
research articles published before Feb 8, 2023 that projected the 
seasonality of mortality under climate change. The search terms 
used were “seasonality” AND “mortality” AND “climate change”. 
We found only one study that had projected the impact of 
climate change on seasonality of mortality. This study was 
restricted to Europe and reported the maximum monthly 
mortality changes. However, to our knowledge, no study to date 
has provided a comprehensive analysis of future changes in the 
seasonality of mortality at a global scale.

Added value of this study
Our analysis provides a comprehensive and systematic 
assessment of the impact of climate change on the seasonality 
of mortality across more than 700 locations in four major 
climate zones (arid, continental, temperate, and tropical) at 
a global scale. In particular, we assessed the changes in 

seasonality of mortality under several climate change scenarios 
by comparing the shape of fitted seasonal curves (ie, rise and 
fall of mortality throughout the year), timing of seasonality 
(ie, the day-of-year with maximum [peak] and minimum 
[trough] mortality), and size of seasonality (ie, peak-to-trough 
ratio and attributable fraction representing the amplitude and 
impact, respectively).

Implications of all the available evidence
Our analysis indicates that the warming climate would increase 
mortality in warm seasons and decrease mortality in cold 
seasons in the future, albeit with mortality remaining high in 
cold seasons, in arid, temperate, and continental zones. This 
changing pattern was pronounced in high-emission scenarios, 
altering the shape of seasonality of mortality and, under the 
highest emission scenario, shifting the mortality peak from 
cold seasons to warm seasons in arid, temperate, and 
continental zones. The size of seasonality was increased by the 
end of the century under the high-emission scenarios, except 
for the arid zone. The evidence produced in this study provides 
new information on the health impacts of climate change and 
can contribute to the development of climate and public health 
policies, such as policies addressing potential fluctuations in 
health-care demands under a warming climate.
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observed series, we recalibrated the modelled 
temperature series using the observed daily mean 
temperature series.11 We calculated the difference in the 
annual mean temperature averaged across the five GCMs 
and all the locations between the years 2099 and 2000 
under each scenario.

Statistical analysis
Our analysis proceeded in two steps. First, we projected 
the daily mortality from 2000 to 2099 under each climate 
change scenario for each location. Then, we assessed the 
seasonality of the projected mortality and compared it 
between decades. A detailed description of the analytical 
framework and statistical methods, partly described in 
previous work,1,12 is provided in the appendix (pp 1–3).

We fitted a quasi-Poisson regression model to the 
observed daily mortality time series. We modelled a non-
linear and delayed exposure–lag–response association 
between observed temperature and mortality, by applying 
a cross-basis function with 21 days for lag, as previously 
described.2,13 We modelled the baseline seasonality (that 
remaining after temperature effects were modelled) 
using a cyclic spline of day-of-year ranging from 1 to 
365 days (starting from Jan 1 to Dec 31 for locations in 
the northern hemisphere and July 1 to June 30 of the 
following year for locations in the southern hemisphere, 
and removing Feb 29 from the datasets) with four degrees 
of freedom. We modelled the long-term trend in the 
observed daily mortality time series using a natural cubic 
spline of the date with two degrees of freedom per decade.

We obtained the model parameters from the fitted 
quasi-Poisson regression model, fixed the long-term 
trend at a baseline value (eg, value on Jan 1, 2000), 
replaced the observed temperature series with modelled 
temperature series under climate change scenarios, 
and projected the daily mortality from 2000 to 2099 for 
each location and all combinations of GCMs and SSPs 
(five GCMs for each of the four SSPs: 20 outputs for each 
location). The baseline value of the long-term trend 
differed across locations due to variations in the 
observation periods at each location. By using the model 
parameters from the fitted regression model, we assumed 
the baseline seasonality and temperature–mortality 
dependence did not change between 2000 and 2099, so 
that the only changes in mortality were those due to 
changes in temperature. For the seasonality assessment 
in the next step, we calculated the daily mean mortality 
for each day from 2000 to 2099, averaged across five GCMs 
under each SSP for each location.

We assessed the future overall seasonality from the 
projected daily mortality by following methods for 
estimating seasonality used in previous studies.1,12 In 
brief, we used a cyclic spline with four degrees of freedom 
for the day-of-year. From the fitted seasonal curve, we 
summarised the seasonality of mortality by describing its 
shape (ie, rise and fall in mortality), identifying its timing 
of the peak and trough (ie, the day-of-year with the 

highest and lowest mortality, respectively), and estimat-
ing its size by using the peak-to-trough ratio and the 
fraction of deaths attributable to seasonality (attributable 
fractions).12 The peak-to-trough ratio is the ratio of the 
maximum mortality estimate at the peak day to the 
minimum mortality estimate at the trough day. 95% CIs 
for peak-to-trough ratio were obtained from the variance 
matrix of the fitted cyclic spline coefficients. The 
attributable fraction estimates the fraction by which 
mortality would be reduced in a counterfactual scenario 
in which mortality risk never increases above its seasonal 
trough (ie, the burden of seasonality of mortality). The 
95% empirical confidence intervals (eCIs) for peak and 
trough timings and attributable fraction were estimated 
via Monte Carlo simulations.12

We assessed the future seasonality in each location by 
decade. The estimates from location-specific seasonality 
assessment were summarised with a multivariate meta-
analysis14 of the fitted cyclic spline coefficients to obtain 
mean seasonal patterns for each climate zone (location 
nested within the country or area as random effects) and 
country or area (location as a random effect), respectively. 
We then compared seasonal shapes, peak and trough 
timings, and sizes between decades. We reported the 
change in size between decades, using the ratio of peak-
to-trough ratio and the absolute difference in attributable 
fraction. We report 95% CIs for the ratio of peak-to-
trough ratio, and 95% eCIs for the difference in 
attributable fraction. Further details on the calculations 
are provided in the appendix (p 2). We excluded two high-
altitude locations from Peru when summarising results 
by climate zones, as they were the only locations in our 
dataset characterised as having a polar climate. These 
two locations were, however, included in country-specific 
summary results for Peru. When describing the results, 
we use cold seasons (Oct 1 to March 31 for locations in 
the northern hemisphere, and April 1 to Sept 30 for 
locations in the southern hemisphere) and warm seasons 
(remaining months for each hemisphere) to represent 
the months with generally low and high temperatures, 
respectively.

As a sensitivity analysis, we repeated the whole analysis 
after restricting the observed series to the data since 
Jan 1, 2000, as previous studies suggested a reduced 
peak-to-trough ratio and some changes in temperature–
mortality association over time.15–18 Several locations in 
our dataset had data over a long period. We chose 2000 as 
the cutoff year to encompass all the locations in our 
sensitivity analysis while also restricting the observed 
series to the most recent decades.19

We did all analyses using R (version 4.2.2 for macOS), 
using the packages dlnm and mixmeta.

Results
The MCC dataset included 126 809 537 deaths from 
707 locations within 43 countries or areas. We removed 
the only two polar locations (both in Peru) when 

See Online for appendix
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obtaining modelled estimates for climate zones; thus, 
126 766 164 deaths were analysed from 705 locations, 
aggregated in four climate zones (table). The daily mean 
temperature was heterogeneous across locations between 
and within climate zones (figure 1). The highest mean 
temperature was observed in the tropical zone, whereas 
the continental zone showed the largest variation (table). 
Across the 707 locations from 2000 to 2099, the annual 
mean temperature was projected to increase by 1·35°C, 
2·73°C, 4·26°C, and 5·55°C, under the scenarios of 
SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0, and SSP5-8.5, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the shape of mortality seasonality by 
climate zone for each decade during 2000–99 under the 
four SSP scenarios. The shape of seasonality showed high 
mortality in the cold seasons and low mortality in the 
warm seasons at the beginning of the century in 
four climate zones, although the pattern is less evident in 
the tropical zone. In arid, temperate, and continental 
zones, the high mortality in cold seasons was projected to 

decrease throughout the century, albeit remaining high, 
whereas the low mortality in the warm seasons started to 
increase under all the scenarios. This changing pattern 
was most pronounced under the high-emission scenarios 
(SSP3-7.0 and SSP5-8.5), leading to a substantial change 
in the seasonal shape. The highest mortality was projected 
to occur in the warm seasons, followed by a second peak 
in the cold seasons in temperate, continental, and arid 
zones by the end of the century under the highest 
emission scenario (SSP5-8.5). In the tropical zone, the 
seasonal shape was also projected to change, generally 
becoming pronounced with time under all the scenarios, 
although the magnitude of change was small under the 
low-emission scenarios (SSP1-2.6 and SSP2-4.5). Similar 
patterns were projected when restricting the observed 
time series to the data since 2000 (results not shown).

Timings of the peak and trough (ie, day-of-year) were 
also projected to change, with a minimal change under 
the low-emission SSP scenarios except for the tropical 
zone, but notable shifts under the high-emission scenarios 
(appendix pp 4–7). However, the 95% eCIs of the projected 
peaks and troughs were generally wide. One of the 
noteworthy changes was projected in the temperate zone 
under SSP5-8.5: between the 2000s and 2090s, the peak in 
the temperate zone was projected to shift from day-of-year 
18 (95% eCI 14–21) in the cold season to day-of-year 214 
(212–215) in the warm season. The trough was projected 
to shift from day-of-year 256 (239–263) in the warm season 
to day-of-year 299 (295–302) in the cold season.

Figure 3 shows the changes in peak-to-trough ratio and 
attributable fraction by decade compared with 2000–09 
in each climate zone under the four SSP scenarios. 
Projected sizes by decade under the SSPs are listed in the 
appendix (pp 8–11). The peak-to-trough ratio and 
attributable fraction generally decreased towards the 
middle of the century and remained constant thereafter 

Number of 
locations

Study 
period

Temperature, °C Total deaths

Tropical 100 1973–2019 26·8°C (2·83) 6 567 145

Arid 50 1973–2016 18·6°C (8·04) 5 078 282

Temperate 438 1972–2020 14·2°C (8·17) 95 150 371

Continental 117 1969–2018 9·4°C (10·70) 19 970 366

Total 705* 1969–2020 14·3°C (9·40) 126 766 164

Temperature, presented as mean (SD), was calculated by averaging the daily mean 
location-specific temperatures across all locations during their respective study 
periods within each climate zone. Total deaths are from either all causes (available 
for 554 locations) or, when those data were not available, non-external causes 
only (available for 151 locations). *Two high-altitude locations in Peru are in the 
polar climate zone, which were excluded in climatic zone assessment but included 
when summarising results for Peru; the total number of deaths in these two 
locations was 43 373.

Table: Descriptive statistics by climate zone 

Figure 1: The average of daily mean temperatures of the 707 locations included in the analysis
The locations represent cities, provinces, prefectures, or regions from five climate zones. The colours represent different levels of mean temperature by averaging the 
daily mean temperature in each location during their respective study periods. The shapes represent five climate zones.
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under the lowest emission scenario (SSP1-2.6). However, 
this trend was generally reversed under the high-
emission scenarios after the mid-century, with increasing 
peak-to-trough ratio or attributable fraction (or both) at 
the end of the century for all the climate zones except the 
arid zone. Compared with estimates for the 2000s, 
increases were projected in both peak-to-trough ratio and 
attributable fraction in the 2090s in the tropical, 

temperate, and continental zones under SSP5-8.5. The 
tropical zone was projected to have the most substantial 
increase, followed by the temperate zone. In the tropical 
zone, peak-to-trough ratio was projected to increase from 
1·04 (95% CI 1·00 to 1·08) in the 2000s to 1·16 
(1·05 to 1·27) in the 2090s, with a relative increase of 1·11 
(95% CI 1·01 to 1·23), and attributable fraction was 
projected to increase from 0·02% (95% eCI 0·01 to 0·04) 

Figure 2: Shape of seasonality of mortality in four climate zones from the 2000s to 2090s
Seasonality was computed as the relative risk of mortality estimates on each day-of-year (i) to minimum mortality estimates on the trough day for four climate 
zones: relative risk=mortality estimate at day-of-yeari/minimum mortality estimate at the trough. The circles labelled 1·0–1·3 indicate relative risk. C1–C6 represents 
the months in the cold season (ie, October to March for locations in the northern hemisphere, and April to September for locations in the southern hemisphere), and 
W1–W6 represent the remaining months in the warm season for each hemisphere. The grey line represents the shape of seasonality in the 2000s, and the sequential 
colours represent the shape of seasonality from the 2010s to the 2090s. SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0, and SSP5-8.5 represent the four emission scenarios.7 
SSP=Shared Socioeconomic Pathway.
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in the 2000s to 0·08% (0·04 to 0·15) in the 2090s, 
reflecting a 0·06% (95% eCI 0·01 to 0·12) rise. In the 
temperate zone, peak-to-trough ratio was projected to 
increase from 1·22 (95% CI 1·18 to 1·26) in the 2000s 
to 1·31 (1·18 to 1·44) in the 2090s, with a relative increase 
of 1·07 (95% CI 0·96 to 1·19), and attributable fraction 
was projected to increase from 0·07% (95% eCI 
0·06 to 0·08) in the 2000s to 0·11% (0·08 to 0·14) in 
the 2090s, reflecting a 0·04% (95% eCI 0·01 to 0·07) 
increase. Conversely in the arid zone, a reduction 
in peak-to-trough ratio and a negligible difference in 
attributable fraction was projected under SSP5-8.5 
between the 2000s and 2090s: peak-to-trough ratio was 
projected to decrease from 1·19 (95% CI 1·11 to 1·29) in 
the 2000s to 1·14 (0·96 to 1·36) in the 2090s, representing 
a relative decrease of 0·96 (95% CI 0·79 to 1·16), and 
attributable fraction was projected to remain similar, 
from 0·06% (95% eCI 0·04 to 0·09) in the 2000s to 
0·06% (0·03 to 0·11) in the 2090s, reflecting a 0·00% 
(95% eCI –0·05 to 0·05) difference.

Results on the shape and size of seasonality of mortality 
by decade for each country or area are presented in the 
appendix (pp 12–50). In general, a similar pattern of 
increasing mortality in warm seasons and reducing 
mortality in cold seasons was projected for the shape of 
seasonality, except for Ireland and South Africa, where 
a marginal change, particularly in the warm seasons, was 
projected under the high-emission scenarios (appendix 
pp 12–34). Notably, some countries within the same 

climate zone showed variations in the shape of 
seasonality. For instance, the Philippines, Thailand, and 
Viet Nam, all located in the tropical climate zone, 
displayed some disparities in projected seasonal curves 
under all four SSP scenarios (appendix pp 12–34). In 
addition, the changes in the size of seasonality showed 
similar patterns across most countries as observed for 
the size of seasonality by climate zones, with the 
exception of a few countries (appendix pp 35–50). For 
example the UK (temperate climate zone) in northern 
Europe, Japan and South Korea (temperate and 
continental climate zones) in east Asia, Mexico (arid and 
temperate climate zones) in North America, and South 
Africa (arid and temperate climate zones) in Africa, 
showed a constant reduction in both peak-to-trough ratio 
and attributable fraction during the century under the 
high-emission scenarios (appendix pp 35–50).

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the 
first global investigation of the future impact of climate 
change on seasonality of mortality. The study used data 
from more than 700 locations, encompassing highly 
diverse populations across various climate zones. Our 
findings indicate that a warming climate might 
substantially alter the seasonality of mortality in the 
future, with the mortality peak potentially shifting from 
cold to warm seasons under the highest emission 
scenario in the arid, temperate, and continental zones by 
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the end of the century. Furthermore, the size of the 
seasonality was projected to increase by the end of 
the century in most locations except the arid zone under 
high-emission scenarios.

Although the seasonality of mortality throughout the 
year has changed in several regions since the 1800s,20,21 the 
current pattern almost everywhere is higher mortality in 
cold seasons than in warm seasons.1 Temperature is a key 
driver of this pattern.1,15,22 It has been hypothesised that, 
under climate change, increasing temperature could alter 
seasonality in the future;23 however, evidence is scarce. To 
our knowledge, only one study in Europe has investigated 
the impact of climate change on the seasonality of 
mortality, and projected a change in maximum monthly 
mortality from winter to summer.5 Our projections 
showed an increase in mortality in warm seasons and 
a decrease in cold seasons under all the SSP scenarios 
applied, albeit with mortality remaining high in cold 
seasons in arid, temperate, and continental zones. This 
trend intensified from low-emission to high-emission 
scenarios and reshaped seasonality under the highest 
emission scenarios throughout the century, shifting the 
peak from cold to warm seasons and increasing the 
impact of seasonality (ie, attributable fraction), especially 
during the second half of the century, with different 
climate zones being differentially affected by these 
changes. This overall changing pattern reflects the impact 
of increasing temperature on mortality under low-
emission and high-emission scenarios: a previous study 
projected a reduction in cold-related mortality and an 
increase in heat-related mortality under both low-
emission and high-emission scenarios, whereby a steep 
rise in heat-related mortality outweighed a reduction in 
cold-related deaths under the highest emission scenario.4 
This change could result in a substantial increase in 
mortality during warm seasons and a reduction during 
cold seasons across most regions, as projected for 
respiratory mortality in Spain.24

Our results show some geographical differences. In 
particular, the mortality in cold seasons was projected to 
remain high relative to a trough in spring or autumn in 
places with temperate, continental, and arid climates 
(figure 2), suggesting the reduction in cold-related deaths 
under a warming climate might not diminish the 
mortality in cold seasons by very much in these zones. 
This might be due to the strong baseline seasonality of 
mortality (ie, seasonal variation in mortality after the 
effects of temperature are removed) in these zones, 
driven by other seasonal risk factors, such as infectious 
diseases, air pollutants, and human behaviours. However, 
our projections in the tropical zone showed a different 
pattern, in which mortality was projected to decrease 
marginally in some of the cold season, but to increase in 
other parts of the cold season as well as during the warm 
season (figure 2). The seasonality of mortality in tropical 
climates is less pronounced than in other zones (ie, 
smaller peak-to-trough ratio),1 and thus might be easily 

reshaped by the increasing heat-related mortality and 
decreasing cold-related deaths under a warming climate.

Some assumptions and limitations should be 
acknowledged. Seasonality of mortality is driven by 
a group of factors, including environmental, social, and 
demographic variables.25,26 In our analysis, we assumed 
a constant baseline seasonality and considered only 
changes in temperature to project daily mortality patterns 
from 2000 to 2099. This approach allowed for isolation of 
the effect of a warming climate, but ignored contributions 
from the other seasonal factors (eg, rainfall in tropical 
zones). In addition, we assumed a constant effect of 
temperature on mortality and did not consider the 
potential adaptation of the population to increasing 
temperature. This assumption may have led to an over-
estimation of heat-related mortality in warm seasons. 
When a full adaptation to increasing temperature occurs, 
the seasonality of mortality will not change unless the 
baseline seasonality shifts. However, adaptation poses 
a multifaceted challenge that warrants dedicated research 
in the future. Our results for the climate zones and 
countries or areas included might not be fully rep-
resentative, as some zones and countries or areas had 
low or no data inclusion. Specifically, a substantial 
portion of Africa and Asia (except for South Africa and 
east Asia) lacked representation due to data scarcity. 
Additionally, our projection of daily mortality is affected 
by considerable uncertainty, because of temperature 
variability in the climate models and the imprecision in 
the estimated temperature-mortality association. The 
pooled seasonality results for climate zones, particularly 
tropical zones, might also have some uncertainty due to 
divergent seasonal patterns across locations within the 
same climate zone. Furthermore, we acknowledge that 
the finding of increasing mortality peaks in two seasons 
on average in tropical climates is puzzling and deserves 
more research. Finally, the quality of our daily mortality 
data might exhibit variability across time and locations, 
given the extensive time span and broad geographical 
coverage of the dataset.

In this study, we considered the seasonal changes in 
mortality under different climate change scenarios, 
across multiple locations globally, covering highly diverse 
populations from four major climate zones. Our findings 
reveal three key insights. Firstly, under high-emission 
climate scenarios, mortality peaks might shift to the 
warm seasons, which could pose challenges for health-
care resource allocation. Secondly, in regions charac-
terised by temperate, continental, and arid climates, 
cold-season mortality was projected to persist at elevated 
rates, creating a dual challenge for health-care systems. 
Lastly, without stricter climate action, some areas, 
especially those with tropical and temperate climates, 
might experience a heavier seasonal mortality burden (ie, 
increasing attributable fraction) in the future than at 
present, suggesting that resource allocation would need 
to adjust accordingly. In summary, our study suggests 
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that health-care systems should consider the potential 
need to prepare for increased demand during warm 
seasons and sustained high demand during cold seasons, 
particularly in regions with temperate, continental, and 
arid climates. These findings warrant careful consid-
eration for policy planning.
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